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ON PHYTOPHAGICVARIETIES AND PHYTOPHAGICSPECIES,
with remarks on the Unity of Coloration in Insects.

BY BENJ. D. WALSH, M. A.

Datana ministra, Drury. (Lepidoptera.)
Messrs. Grote & Robinson (^Proc. &c. IV. p. 491) seem to be of opi-

nion, that the black larva found on the hickory may produce a different

species of Datana from the yellow-necked and striped larva found ou

the oak, the apple, &c. The objection to this hypothesis is, that a larva

intermediate between these two form's, viz: with the longitudinal stripes
but without the yellow neck, occurs, as I have already stated, {Proc.
&c. III. p. 403) both on the hickory and on the oak. Mr. Lintner

indeed tells me, that from the black larva found on the hickory he

reared what he considers as the D. coutracta of Walker; bat from this

same black larva I myself reared the normal form of ministra, (ibid.')

and also other forms which approximate in some of their characters

towards contractu Walker and towards perspicua Gr. Rob. In fact I

have little doubt that both these last so-called species are mere varieties

of ministra, based upon extreme specimens. For the distinctive cha-

racters, which are assigned to each of them, are not found exclusively
in one set of specimens bred from one kind of larva, but occur promis-

cuously, with all the intermediate grades, sometimes in one set of spe-

cimens, sometimes in another, as I shall now proceed to show.

According to Walker as quoted by Morris (Sj/nop. p. 247) Datana
contractu differs chiefly from D. ministra, \st, in having narrower front

wings; 2?u7, in the brown wing-bands being edged externally with

whitish-tawny; 3;^^', in the second wing-band being nearer the first on

the hind border of the wing. As to the first distinctive character, I

have before me, a Fitch's figure of ministra, {K Y. Rep. I. PI. iv. 3,)
h Harris's figure of ministra, (InJ. Ins. PI. vi. Q,) c I % and dl 9 bred

by myself from the normal yellow-necked larva found on the oak, e and

/2 % and ^ and A 2 9 bred from the black larva found on the hickory,
and i one captured 9 . On the most careful measurements of all these,
I find that, making the extreme breadth of the front wing iOO, its pro-

portional length is in a 191, in i 192, in c 195, in b 200, in
f/ 202, in h

208, in e 211, in/ 212, and in d 213. Evidently, therefore, this cha-

racter is too variable, and connected by too many intermediate grades,
to be of specific value. As to the second distinctive character, it is ab-

sent in a, b and h, faint in c, moderate in e and obvious in d, f, <j and /'.
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Here again, therefore, there are too niany intermediate grades to make

the character worth anything. As to the third distinctive character,

making the length of the wing 100 in each of the above, the propor-

tional distance of the first wing-baud from the second wing-band on the

hind border of the wing, from centre to centre, is in (Z,
e and

<7 5, in c

7, in / and h 9, in / 10, in h 15, and in a 16. In other words this

character is proportionally three times as strong in some specimens as

in others, with intermediate grades from one to another. In persptcua

Gr. Rob. this proportional distance is equal to nothing, the first wing-

band being confluent behind with the second. Yet, although this seems

the most remarkable of the abnormal characters concentrated in per-

spicua, it is not enumerated by Grote & llobinson among the distinctive

characters of that so-called species. It may be added here, that Walker

gives it as a character of ministra, but not of contracta, that "the space

between the first and second wing-band is a little darker than the wing

elsewhere," whereas Fitch calls this form variety e of ministra, and in

fact this character is absent in a, h and h, very faint in c and e, mode-

rate in (/ and g, and obvious in i and /; and is said likewise to occur

in conspicua Gr. Rob. Here again, therefore, it is impossible to draw

a definite line anywhere. Moreover Walker gives it as a sexual cha-

racter of the % ministra that it has one discal brown spot, and of the

9 that it has two discal brown spots in the front wing. Whereas it is

proved by the specimens now before me, that the presence or absence

of one or both discal spots is not a sexual character at all. Evidently

this author has described, not the species, but the individual, and must

have worked on a very limited number of specimens.

According to Messrs. Grote & Robinson D. conspicua
"

may be

quickly distinguished from the hitherto described species of the genus,

1st by its more yellow color, 2nd by the narrow anterior wings, 3rd by
the transverse lines not bordered with paler shades, 4th by the pro-

duced apices [of the front wings], 5//t by the obsolete irrorations [of

the front wings], Qth by the wider terminal space and the more crowded

transverse lines." {Proc. &c. IV. p. 490.) To take up these charac-

ters in order, \st in a colored impression of Mr. Grote's figure of per-

spicna, obligingly furnished to me by that gentleman himself, the color

of the front wing is only a shade or two yellower than in c and g, and

Fitch correctly states that in ministra "the fore wings vary from pale

buft" yellow to russet and auburn brown." (i\^. Y. Rep. I. p. 1^39.)

2.nd. Taking Mr. Grote's figure oi' perspicua as correct, and making the

extreme breadth of its front wing 100, its proportional length is only
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208, or considerably less in proportion, instead of much more, than it is

in e, /and d. (See above under the first distinctive character of con-

tracta.) 3/v7. See above under the second distinctive character of con-

tracta. Ath. In the figure of perspicua the apex of the right front

wing is scarcely produced at all, and that of the left front wing but very

slightly. In h they are produced fully as much as in the above fi"-ure,

and in i the right wing is produced a great deal more, with a deep ex-

cavation behind the apex, and the left wing not at all, with no excava-

tion whatever behind it. bfh. In d the irrorations are obsolete, and

subobsolete in <. 6th. Making the length of the front wing 100, the

proportional distance from the middle of the terminal fringe to the

middle of the subterminal wing-band, from centre to centre, is in
// 15,

in I 17, in a and h 18, in e 19, in c, d and /' 20, and in h 22. In con-

spiciia, according to Mr. Grote's own figure, it is only 21, or less, in-

stead of much more, than it is in h. Consequently all the above dis-

tinctive characters are connected by intermediate grades, and therefore

worthless. Neither is it true, as is stated in the description of perspi-

cua, that 7ni)u'sfr(i differs from per spicwi in the brown color of the an-

terior part of the thorax always
"

extending unicolorously over the pro-
thorax." For in d and g the anterior part of the brown patch is dis-

tinctly ferruginous, and in / and / it is less obviously so. Indeed Fitch

describes minisfra as having always "the fore part of the thorax bright

orange or tawny yellow, this color being deeper or brownish towards its

posterior edge." Like Mr. Walker. Messrs. Grrote& Robinson .seem to

have had but a very poor supply of material to work on.

On the whole, even in the few specimens now before me, the above

characters are so inextricably intermixed, that if contrdcta and perspi-
cua are distinct species, then every one of the seven specimens before

me must also be a distinct species. The truth of the matter seems

to be, that ministra is a very variable species, and that collectors, as

they usually do, have seized hold of a few extreme varieties and for-

warded them to systematists, who have thus been deceived into treating
those extreme varieties as species. Dntana ronsplcua is confessedly
founded upon a single specimen, and we have but to refer to Dr. Fitch's

Vanessa Lintnerii and Natludis Irene, in order to perceive how dan-

gerous it is to found new species upon solitary specimens of variable

species. As to the former species. Dr. Morris concedes that it is pro-

bably a variety of
.4/i^<'o^ja.

As regards the latter, a few years ago
Nathalis lole swarmed near Rock Island

;
and I took in profusion in

company with each other all the intermediate grades between the nor-
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mal Idle and Fitcli's Irene., and many other varieties besides. Indeed

Mr. Edwards, to whom I have forwarded most of the above varieties,

expressly asserts that "
Ire)ie Fitch is simply lole with a trifling varia-

tion." (Morris Sj/nnp. p. 351.) Just in the same way Dr. Harris

made five species out of the very variable Orthopterous Tutrix ornata

Say, and Dr. Fitch has made three species of the Homopterous genus

Athi/mnna —
mriahUia^fenestratuS and minor —out of a single wonder-

fully variable one, which I have found in profusion on the same birch

tree in the three forms quoted as species by Dr. Fitch, together with

all the intermediate varieties, and enough others, not noticed by Dr.

Fitch, to make a dozen species as good as his.

Taking all the facts into consideration, I do not think that we are

entitled to assume that the black larva found on the Hickory is what I

have called a Phytophagic Species
—i. e. that it has ceased to intercross

commonly in the imago state with the normal form found on other trees

—but only that it is a Phytophagic Variety. In the course of an in-

definitely long time, it may perhaps cease to intercross with the normal

form
;

and then by the Laws of Inheritance the distinctive characters,

which are now connected by intermediate grades, will cease to be so

connected, and the Hickory form will become to all intents and pur-

poses a- true (Phytophagic) species. We find a good exemplification
of this stage in the process in the following species.

Halesidota* tessellaris Sm. Abb. (=Antiphola Walsh) and

H. Harrisii Walsh (=te8SELLARIS Harris non Sui. Abb.)

(Lepidoptera.)

I have this year carefully compared several dozen larvas of the above

two (Phytophagic) species, and find that the mature and nearly mature

* As to the orthography of this genus, Mr. Grote has the following remarks :
—

"Mr. Walker, in transcribing the generic name Erinnyis from Hiibner, has
altered it io Erinnys— J or tchat ixason I knoxo not. As is the case vf\i\x Ilalindota

&ndAmp!yptertc3, which read Halesidota and Amblypterus in the Cat. B. M., I
presume it is the result of a simple error of transcription." (Proc. &c. V. p. 79.)

Clearly, in all these three cases, it is no casual error of transcription, but a rec-

tification of Iliibner's bad Greek. Authors of course are at perfect liberty to

coin gibberish generic names; and so far as my own private tastes are con-

cerned, I infinitely prefer a good, sonorous, gibberish name, such as Bembus,
Clamhus, Agahus, Datana, Nadata, &c., to the general run of would-be Greek ones.

But when a generic name is manifestly intended to be Greek —and more espe-

cially when a Greek derivation is printed along with it, so as to prevent us,

which we should otherwise often do, from considering it as gibberish —most
writers conceive that they are at liberty to spell it correctly, and reduce it to
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individuals of each diflfer constantly by the characters given in the fol-

lowing Table. The very young larvae, i. e. .15 —.20 inch long, are

scarcely distinguishable, being each of them without any pencils, and

each of them having the head yellowish-white, but rather yellower in

the former than in the latter, and the dorsal integument yellowish-white,

with the warts brown-black as in the mature ILirrisii. But so soon as

ever they obtain pencils, which is probably after the first moult, the

two middle pencils on segment 3 are invariably black in tessellaris and

invariably orange-color in Barn'sii, although occasionally in individuals,

which are less than half grown, the other colored pencils incline more

or less towards white. The color of the hair is, as I formerly supposed,

normally white in Har7'isn,h\it a few individuals occur with the hair of

a dirty white like that of the normal tessellaris. On the second seg-

ment there is in Harrisii but a single distinct white pencil under each

orange one, the second white one, which is very distinct in tessellaris,

being confounded with the long hairs overhanging the head. (See

Proc. &c. III. p. 414.) And the white pencil on segment 12 is much

less obvious in Harrisii than in tessellaris, and generally almost obsolete,

being confounded with the long hairs overhanging the anus.

something like a grammatical form. Some years ago the Editors of Silliman's

Journal, having occasion to rectify the orthography of one of Prof. Owen's sci-

entific terms, whicli was manifestly intended for Greek, observed that it was

right and projier to do so, however long and universally the term had been in

use.

Even authors who maintain, that under no circumstances is it allowable to

change a single letter in a published name, unless that name be preoccupied,

do not always practice what they preach. For example, Osten Sacken, who
avows this doctrine as the true scientific faith, has recently omitted the letter q

{quercus) in the specific names of a whole host of the Cynipidoe of the Oak, pro-

fessedly "because this addition seems perfectly useless." {Proc. &c. IV. p. 344.)

It may perhaps be useless, as apjilied to the insect, but as applied to the gall,

which is usually designated by the sj^ecific name of the gall-maker, it seems

to me to answer a very useful and desirable purpose, i. e. to specify on what

genus of plants the gall grows. Otherwise who is to distinguish between the

Cynipidous gall
''

[Q.] tubicola 0. S.,'' which grows on an Oak, and the Cecido-

myidous gall "Tubicola 0. S.," which grows on a Hickory? But be this as it

may, if we have no right to change Ampli/pterus, which is impure and barbar-

ous Greek, into Amblypierus, which is pure Greek and means "obtuse-wings,"
we certainly have no right to change Cj/nips q. forticornis, which is neither pre-

occupied nor grammatically objectionable, into Cynips forticornis. Wemight

just as reasonably change such elegant specific names as acerifoliella (maple-

leafiiug) and rhoi/ructella (sumach-fruitling) into/oliella and fruciclla.
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H. tessellaris, mature larva. H. Harrisii, mature larva.

' Head
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alone; much in the same way as Conchologists used formerly to neglect

and undervalue all the soft parts of a Mollusk, and decide on its syste-

matic affinities only from the characters of its shell.

But although it is difficult to assign any good reason for making the

imago the sole criterion of specific identity, it maybe readily understood

how the practice originated. The imago is easily preserved so as to

retain its characters unimpaired ;
the larva is preserved with difficulty,

and frequently cannot be preserved at all without losing its shape and

its color. The imago may be collected vicariously, and studied in the

closet a thousand miles from its habitat
;

in order to study the larva,

the naturalist must, in many cases, go forth personally into the woods

and the fields, and contemplate the living animal on the very spot of

ground where, and at the very time of year when, it is to be met with.

Hence the imago with many systematists has become everything, the

larva and pupa nothing. But if it so happened that larvae were easily

preserved in cabinets, and imagos with 'difficulty, then it is not impro-

bable that closet-naturalists would neglect and undervalue the charac-

ters of the imago, just as many of them now neglect and undervalue

those of the larva. Genera and species would then be characterized

almost exclusively from the consideration of the larva, just as they now

are characterized almost exclusively from the consideration of the imago;
and entomologists would be no more disconcerted at findino; two dis-

tiuct species undistinguishable in the imago, than they now are at find-

ing two distinct species undistinguishable in the lai'va state.

On the general principle that, whenever two insects diifar by con-

stant and well-marked characters in any of their states, whether egg,

larva, pupa or imago, they must be specifically distinct, unless they be

the sexes or other dimorphous forms of one and the same species, the

case of tessellaris and Harrisii might be rested here. But there is ad-

ditional evidence of their specific distinctness. The former occurs upon
a great variety of trees —

oak, basswuod, elm, hackberry, hickory, thorn,

soft maple, and, according to Abbot, on beech, hornbeam, and plum
—

but never, as I have this year carefully noticed, upon sycamore, (pla-

tanus;) the latter occurs exclusively upon sycamore. At first sight we

might account for these facts, upon the hypothesis that the colorational

peculiarities of Harrisii are due to its feeding upon sycamore; and that

if a young tes^clhtris were fed upon sycamore, it would gradually, as it

approached maturity, pass into Harrisii ; in other words, that the two

so-called species are mere Phytophagic Varieties. But experiment de-

monstrates the fallaciousness of this supposition. I have this year sue-
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ceeded in forcing two out of twenty-seven tessellaris to feed upon syc-

amore for about forty days, till they finally spun up ; yet to the very

last they retained all their own distinctive characters, and showed not

the slightest disposition to assume those of the other species. What is

very remarkable, out of forty-three Harrisli that I fed this year upon

oak, not a single one lived to spin up; but so long as they remained

alive in the breeding-cage, which was on the average about five days,

the only approximation that they made towards tessellu7'iswsiS, that their

hairs (not their pencils) generally became of a dirtier white.

In order to judge of the eft'ects of food upon these two insects, I have

this year tried the following experiments under precisely similar con-

ditions, and with every possible precaution to guard against error, l.s-^

I fed upon oak a lot of feasdlarls found upon Oak, in Breeding-cage

No. 3. 'Ind. I fed upon Oak a lot of tessellaris found partly on Thorn,

partly on Basswood, and partly on Hickory, in Breeding-cage No. 4.

Zrd. I fed upon kSycamore a lot of tessellaris found partly on Oak and

partly on Basswood, in Breeding-cage No. 5. 4:th. I fed upon Oak

two distinct lots of //cow's a found upon Sycamore, in Breeding-cages

Nos. 6 and 7. x\n accurate record was kept of the phenomena pre-

sented by each lot, which, for the sake of brevity and for the conveni-

ence of comparisons, has been reduced to the following tabular abstract.

About three-fourths of the larvEe in each lot were quite young, ranging

from .30 to .50 inch in length, and scarcely any were admitted that

appeared to be more than half grown.
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Hence we may conclude 1st, that tessellaris may, witliout very ma-
terial injury to its health, be shifted on to Oak from the other trees on

which it naturally feeds; for although, of those that were retained on

Oak, a much larger percentage spun up than of those that were shifted

on to Oak from other trees, yet a considerable percentage of the former,
and none whatever of the latter, died in confinement. 2nfJ. That Syc-
amore is not a congenial food i'or tessellaris ; for a considerable percent-

age of those fed on Sycamore died in confinement, and but a small per-

centage spun up. Srd. That Oak is abhorrent to Harrisli as a food-

plant.
—It may seem strange at the first view, that tessellaris can be

compelled to feed upon Sycamore up to the time of its assuming the

pupa state, and Harrisii cannot be compelled to feed for any length
of time upon Oak

;
but when we consider that in a state of nature the

former is polyphagous and the latter monophagous, our surprise will

cease. It is not that Harrisii does not eat the oak-leaves furnished to

it —for the quantity of excrement on the floor of the Breeding-cage at

each shifting and cleaning out proved that it must eat them —but that,

having eaten them, it either perishes of disease superinduced by the

unnatural food, or bores its way out in despair through the millinet of

the Cage, or devours its own brethren in default of its natural food-

plant.

It will be observed from the Table that in Nos. 5, 6 and 7 the ave-

rage number of days when the larvae were found missing is small, being

only a little over four days; whereas in Nos. 3 and 4 it is large, being
a little over sixteen and a half days. The reason of this difierence is,

that in the former, as soon as the larvae were placed on the leaves, they
commenced endeavoring to escape ;

whereas in the latter, they mostly
staid contentedly on the leaves until they were full-grown, when many
escaped from the Breeding-cage, probably in search of a more conve-

nient place in which to spin up.

On the whole —-however disagreeable it may be to systematists to

concede, that two perfectly distinct insects may be undistinguishable in

the imago state, and consequently that something more is necessary, to-

wards the definitive establishment of specific distinctions, than the mere

comparison of cabinet specimens of the imago
—we must, I think, in

view of all the above facts, decide that tessellaris and Harrisii do not

belong to the same species. If, indeed, we first lay it down as a law,

that all forms that are undistinguishable in the imago are identical,

then all such facts as the above will go for nothing. But to do this is

merely begging the question and arguing in a vicious circle. Wemight
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just as reasonably first lay it down as a law, that all imagos that have

abdomens of the same size, shape and color are identical, and then tor-

ture Nature to fit the Procrustean bed, which we have predetermined in

our own minds that she shall lie upon, whether or nay.

There is a partial parallel to the case of these two Halesidnta in the

"alternate generations" of certain Radiata. "It is curious," we are

told, "that while very dissimilar Jelly-fishes may arise from almost

identical Hydroids, we have the reverse of the proposition, in the fact

that Hydroids of an entirely distinct character may produce similar

Jelly-fishes." {Seaside Studies by E. C. and A. Agassiz, p. 43 and

see p. 75.) Here two given Hnes either diverge after converging, or

converge after diverging. But in Halesidota the lines first converge,

then diverge, and then converge again. For it has been shown, that

the very young larvae of tessellaris and HarrisH are very nearly or quite

undistingui-shable, that the mature larvae differ as widely as any two

species of the same genus can well do, and that finally the imagos be-

come absolutely undistiuguishable.

On the supposition that tessellaris and Harrisii sprang from the same

pre-existing species, and consequently that they were primordially un-

distiuguishable in the larva state, as they still are in the imago ;
we

may account for their larval differences by assuming, that the colora-

tioaal peculiarities of the two larvae afford them a partial protection

against birds and against ichneumon-flies and other predaceous insects,

and were gradually assumed on the Darwinian theory of Natural Selec-

tion. Weknow how many lepidopterous larvae are partially protected

from birds kc. by simulating twigs or the bark of the tree on which

they live
;

and it is not at all impossible that the orange pencils kc. of

Harrisii and the black pencils of tessellaris may be mistaken by birds

and insects for a process of the particular plants on which they feed.

If we reject this assumption, we can only attribute the differences of

the two larvcTe to what Darwin calls
"

Divergence of Character," super-

induced by breeding "in-and-in" for ages; in the same manner as ge-

ographical varieties come to differ in process of time from one another

and from the original type.

Sphingicampa distigma Walsh and Duyocampa bicolor Harris.

(Lepidoptera.)

Having been fortunate enough to meet this year with three larvae

exactly similar to that which I have described as D. bicolor, {Proc. &c.

III. p. 425,) I had hoped to solve definitively the question of what imago

they would produce. Being confined, however, in a cage with milliuet
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sides, they all three bored through the millinet and escaped; and I

DOWrecollect that the thirty or forty Dryocampa, that I have bred in

different years, were all bred in a cage with sides of wire-gauze ; although,

singularly enough, I bred my S. distigma in a luillinet cage, and not a

single larva of some twenty that I had on hand, bored its way out.

The above question, therefore, must remain for the present in abey-

ance; but I clearly ascertained that the bicolor larva is not the imma-

ture form of some other Drijocavipa
—

i^tir/ma or rublrunda for example—for all my three specimens retained their peculiar colorational and

structural characters up to the date of their disappearance.

Arhopalus robini^ Forst. Walsh and A. pictus Drury Walsh.

(Coleoptera.)

The larva of jn'ctus has been fully described and figured by Osten

Sacken. (^Proc. &c. I. pp. 121-2.) That of robinise, as I have already

observed, has never yet been fully described. On June 29 I procured

six of them, .55 —.75 inch long, from a branch of locust one and a half

nch in diameter, which they had completely honeycombed, heartwood

and all. They differ in the following particulars from picfux as de-

scribed by Osten Sacken :

Is^. They have very distinct, though small, brown-black legs, the first

pair placed halfway from the centre of the sternum to the lateral edge,

and upon that fleshy, transverse fold behind the prosternum and

separated by a furrow from it, which is said by Erichson to occur

in all Cerambycidse ; the third pair on the metasternum in range with

the first; the second pair on the mesosternum considerably inside

of a line connecting the first and third. This latter arrangement is

probably due to the thoracic spiracle being, as in all Ceramhycidae as

distinguished from Lamiidse,^ located on the mesothorax and so crowd-

ing the leg inwards. Each leg is conical, not quite .02 inch long, with

a basal diameter of over .01 inch, and 3-jointed, with the last joint a

little prolonged in a slender thorn. According to Erichson as quoted

by Osten Sacken, all Longicorn larvae, except those of Lamiidse, "have

feet, which, however, are sometimes so small as to be perceptible only

when magnified even in lai'ge-sized larvae." {Proc. &.c. I. p. 119.) Yet

not only does Osten Sacken describe and figure the larva of pic f us as

apod, but he expressly says that ' the larva of Arliopalas has no feet,

although belonging to the Cerambycldie." {Ibid.) Can it be possible,

that of two such closely allied species as rohiniae. and pictus.^ one is apod

in the larva state and the other has distinct feet? Or ax-e the feet mi-
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croscopically minute in pi'chts, so that they were inadvertently over-

looked by Osten Sacken ?
*

2nd. When alive these larvae were not at all clavate in front, neither

were the thoracic segments flattened above and below, as the larva

of picfus is described and figured by Osten Sacken, most probably from

alcoholic specimens. Yet after being immersed in alcohol for three

and a half months, both these characters made their appearance, although

the prothorax is still, as compared with the middle abdominal joints,

only as thirteen to eleven wide, even in the most strongly clavate spe-

cimens, whereas Osten Sacken figures that o? p ictus us in the proportion

of thirteen to seven. Since, however, he describes the prothorax of

pictus as
" twice broader than long," which is also true of rohinise, the

above difierence is probably due to his specimens having been preserved

in too strong alcohol, so as to shrivel up the abdomen unduly.

Srd. When recent, the prothorax is not "
brownish-yellow," but

whitish like the rest of the body, with four transversely arranged,

roundish, brownish-yellow, dorsal spots. In the alcoholic specimens,

the entire body assumes a more or less brownish tinge on the dorsal

and ventral surface, which is less obvious laterally; but even then the

prothorax is usually no darker than the rest of the body.

Besides the above two (Phytophagic) Species, there is a third species

* Baron Osten Sacken has obligingly sent me one of the larvae from which his

descrij)tion was drawn, and which, as he says, was communicated to him by Dr.

Horn, "along with the pupa and the recently escajje J imago;" and it absolutely

has no feet at all and no vestiges of any feet, under the most powerful lens.

Now, even if we assume that Dr. Horn was mistaken as to the identity of his

larva, which, as Baron Osten Sacken well suggests, can scarcely have been the

case, to what imago could it pertain? If it pertained to any other Ceramby-

cifle —e. g. Chion gart/nnicus Fabr. which is our commonest hickory borer —then

there is the same anomaly of a Cerambycidous larva without any feet. If it

pertained to a Lamiide —e. g. Monohammtis tigrinus DeGeer, which, according to

Dr. Fitch, commonly inhabits the hickory in Pennsylvania —then we have the

other anomaly of a Lamiidous larva with its thoracic spiracle, not where ac-

cording to Erichson it ought to be, viz: in the fold between the pro- and meso-

thorax, which fold as it bears the front legs in robinujc must necessarily be

prothoracic and not mesothoracic, but on the side of the mesothorax as in Ce-

ramhyridoE. For not only does Osten Sacken describe his larva as having the

"spiracles normal," but I see with my own eyes that its thoracic spiracle is on

the side of the mesothorax. On the whole, I incline to believe that the larva

o{ A. pictus is really apod, and that oi A. robinicc really 6-footed ; but as this is

so remarkable an anomaly, it would be very desirable to verify the facts by fur-

ther observations. Mr. Cyrus Thomas describes a larva found in locust wood,

which he supposes to be that q{ A. robinicc, as having "six very minute feet."

(Tram. III. State Agr. Soc. V. p. 4.30.)— Dec. !•;, 1865.
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of Arliopalus
—the in/austus of LeConte, as kindly determined for me

by that author himself —the % and $ of which are as much alike as

those of rohhiise, and scarcely diflfer from my specimens of that spe-

cies % 9 ) except in the yellow bands being nearly twice as wide and

the antepenultimate one at the tip of the elytra nearly thrice as wide,

and in the legs being brown-black instead of ferruginous. With the

exception, however, of the antepenultimate one, the yellow bands of

this species are no wider than in Harris's figure of rohinise. (InJ. Ins.

PI. II. 10.) Besides the above colorational characters, there is a very

slight, but constant, structural character which distinguishes in/austus

both fvom pictus and from rohinise. In the former % $ the antennal

joints 2 and 3 are together j —J shorter than joint 1; in the two latter

species % 9 they are equal to joint 1 . Of in/anstus my friend Dr. Velie

took in the middle of September, 1864, eight % four 9 on the Platte

River in Colorado, near Baker's Ranch; and as both he and Dr. Parry,

the Iowa botanist, agree that there were no trees but cottonwoods grow-

ing within a great many miles of that locality, the presumption is that

that insect inhabits the cottonwood. In that case we have here a third

(Phytophagic) Species belonging to this group, which agrees with ro-

hinise in all the six % characters that separate that species irovn p ictus,

{Proc. &c. III. p. 421,) and also in the time of the appearance of the

imago; but differs S 9 ^^ specified above i\-om j) ictus % 9 ^^^^ rohinise,

% 9 !
'^ii'i ^Iso in its food-plant.

Callidium antennatum Newman (=violaceum Eur?) and C. lAN-

THixuM Lec. (Coleoptera.)

The former of these two very closely allied species lives in pine wood,

according to Harris, and comes out from the middle of May to the first

of June. {^InJ. Ins. p. 100.) Of the latter, as determined by Dr. Le-

Conte himself. Dr. Velie took ten specimens in Nebraska in the month

of May in and on Red Cedar, which tree they were infesting in enor-

mous numbers. Hence the two may be considered as Phytophagic

Species. lanthinum differs as follows from antennatum on comparison

with 2 S 1 9 t>f the latter received by me from the Eastern States :
—

\st. The length (ten specimens) is .39 —.45 inch instead of .55 —.60

inch, or, according to Harris, .40 —.00 inch.

2/1(7. The thorax is only one-third shorter than wide instead of one-

half shorter.

3/-(/. The widest part of the thorax is a little hehind the middle in-

stead of a little be/ore the middle.
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4^^. The sculpture above is, not only relatively, but absolutely

coarser, especially on the thorax.

5^/;. On the pronotum % there is no subpolished dorsal shield, bounded

Literally by a distinct unidentate stria. Dr. LeConte informs me that

this character is always met with in % anfenuntum, and it is very con-

spicuous in both my % % . I have been unable to ascertain, what are

the characters which are supposed to separate out antenna htm from the

European violaceum, which also feeds on pine, and with which it was

formerly confounded. The name seems to indicate that there is sup-

posed to be some diiFerence in the size or structure of the antennae.

CoNOTRACHELUSNENUPHARHbst. (Coleoptera.)

It has long been known that a race of this insect inhabits the But-

ternut and Walnut, which is full one-half longer and wider than the

race which infests the Plum. I have met with numerous specimens of

both, but never found any intermediate size. Say states, on the au-

thority of Bartram, that this insect also "
destroys the European Wal-

nut iu this country," but does not notice any difference in the size of

the Walnut-inhabiting race. I conceive that the two are Phytophagic
Varieties or perhaps Species, differing from each other as do the two

races of Chrysomela scalaris Lee, which inhabit respectively the bass-

wood and elm or the dogwood and plum. (Proc. &c. III. p. 403.)

DoRYPHORA10-LiNEATA Say and D.juncta Germ. (Coleoptera.)

I have already, in the "Practical Entomologist" (No. 1), shown that

the former of these two very closely allied species inhabits plants be-

longing to the botanical family Solanacefe, and especially the genus
Solanum

;
while the latter most probably inhabits the Hickory, or at

all events does not feed on Solanum. We may therefore consider the

two as Phytophagic species.

Typically there are on the thorax of each of these species eighteen

spots, arranged in the same very peculiar pattern, viz: two large, diver-

gent, elongate ones arranged side by side in the middle, and respec-

tively between and behind these a single minute one placed on the

dorsal line
;

while on each side of this four-spotted pattern are seven

small spots, five of them on the hinder part of the thorax in a quincunx
narrowed iu front, and the other two before this quincunx, scarcely

wider apart than the two hind spots of the quincunx, and obliquely ar-

ranged, so that the outer one of the two is always twice as far from the

anterior edge of the thorax as is the inner one. Now eighteen spots

may be arranged in a given trapezium in an almost infinite variety
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of diflferent patterns. If, then, these two species did not spring from

some pre-existing form, but were created originally as distinct species,

how does it come about that the same very peculiar pattern is repeated

on the thorax of each ? What possible necessity in that case could

there be, for Nature to plagiarize from herself a merely ornamental de-

sign, when millions and millions of other designs might just as well, for

anything we can see to the contrary, have been selected ? I could as

soon believe, with the old geologists, that dead fossil shells had been

created in the rocks, on purpose to deceive us into believing that they

had once been alive, as that, out of the infinity of possible patterns, a

particular one had here been selected and imprinted upon two aborigi-

nally distinct species, with the manifest result of deceiving us into con-

founding those two species together.

I have said that there are tt/picaUy eighteen spots on the thorax of

the above two species. Sometimes, however, six particular spots out of

the eighteen are some or all of them absent, the locus of the remaining

spots being still the same
;

and it is very remarkable, that in the two

species it is the same particular spots that are thus absent, viz: the two

minute ones on the dorsal line and the central one of each quincunx,

which are often absent, and the spot in each quincunx that abuts on the

hind angle of the thorax, which is but seldom absent. According to the

mathematical theory of chances, this can scarcely be a merely fortui-

tous event; for the odds are enormously against any one's happening

on the same pai'ticular six numbers, twice over, out of eighteen numbers.

It is sometimes the case also, in both the above two species, that se-

veral pairs of the thoracic spots are confluent with each other. Now
we have only to imagine all of them confluent, and we get the thoracic

ornamentation found in Chrijsomcla biijshi/ana Kby, C.prsecehis Rogers,

C. elegans Oliv. and C. exdamationis Fabr., viz: a dark-colored thorax

bordered latei'ally and in front with a pale tint; and in C scripta Fabr.,

C. interrupta Fabr., C. Adonklia Fabr., and especially in C. midtipuiic-

tata Say, we find intermediate grades between the two forms. Nor is

this an entirely imaginary idea as applied to the genus Chrij&oincla.

In a series of specimens of one species of this genus, Interrupta Fabr.,

as I have already observed, {Froc &,c. III. pp. 228-9,) we find, as re-

gards the elytral markings, precisely the same gradations, from sixteen

dark spots more or less partially confluent, to a uniform dark color bor-

dered laterally and behir.d by a pale tint. Nobody doubts that these

colorational varieties of the species interrupta have all proceeded from

a common origin. Whythen should we be shocked with the idea, that
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the similarly different colorational forms of two such closely allied ge-

nera as Dori/phora and Chri/wmela have, ages and ages ago, all pro-

ceeded from a common origin ?

Genus Ichneumon. (Hymenoptera.)
There is another and a still stronger case of what I have called the

*'

Unity of Coloration," which, as it is a very curious one, and does not

appear to have been hitherto noticed or elucidated by any author, I

may be excused for dilating on. In fact, colorational characters such

as these, which prevail throughout several species or throughout whole

genera, are usually neglected by those entomologists who occupy them-

selves in establishing new genera, because the commonly received opi-

nion is that genera must be founded, not upon colorational, but upon

structural characters; and by those who occupy themselves in describ-

ing new species, because, being found indifferently in many species,

they are of little or no value as specific distinctions. Yet the very cir-

cumstances, that cause them to be neglected by these two classes of

writers, are precisely those which render them of pre-eminent interest

to the philosophic naturalist.

The annexed figure represents
—

magnified about three diameters —
the front wing of any species of Ichneumon with blackish or fuliginous

-4^__ /H wings, e. g. viola Cresson, Jiavicor-

nis Cress., scnichts Cress., cincticor-

nis Cress., scdestus Cvess., mnlacus

Say, morulus Say, devinctor Say,

> j^~"°' centi-afor Say, grandis Brulle, or

riifiventris Brulle. It will be observed that there are five white spots

on it, .1 . . . E, which extend beyond the limits of the vein on which

they are situated into a blister-like expanse, that has much the appear-

ance of a spot of white mould. Besides these five, there are two mi-

nute spots. F and G, which scarcely ever extend beyond the limits of

the vein on which they are located. The hem of all these spots is per-

fectly definite and never differs in any species. A is small and often

subobsolete, and is invariably located on the internal side of the areolet,

and so well forwards as to touch the radial area. B is large and obvi-

ous, and is invariably located on the external side of the areolet, and

almost always slightly behind the middle of the cross-vein which it be-

strides. C is large and obvious, and is invariably located about mid-

way between the areolet and the obtuse, salient angle of the second

recurrent nervure. which angle, as in the figure, often has a short stump

of a vein proceeding from it. D is small and sometimes subobsolete.
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and is invariably located immediately bebind tbis salient angle so as to

toucb its apex. U'ls large and obvious, and is invariably located about

midway between the areolet and the obtuse, re-entering angle of the

first recurrent nervure, which angle, like that of the second recurrent

nervure, often bears a short stump of a vein, as shown in the figure.

And F and G are minute and inconspicuous, and invariably located

on the hind end of the two hindmost cross-veins, so as to touch the

anal or postcostal vein.

Although three of these five blister-like spots, viz: B, C and U, are

obvious, so far as I can find out, in every N. A. species o£ Ichneumon

that has blackish wings, the other two being generally smaller and not

so conspicuous, and although jNIr. Cresson, on my calling his atten-

tion to the subject, kindly informs me that he notices them in many

European species with blackish wings, yet they have been almost en-

tirely overlooked by authors. Say refers to them only in his descrip-

tion of I. malacus, whei-e he calls them "
bullae," (blisters or bubbles,)

and in his description of /. morulus, where he calls them "white dots;"

Cresson refers to them only in his descriptions of I. Blakei and /. sce-

lestus ; and Brulle does not refer to them at all. As to the minute

spots, F and G, though they occur, not only thoughout the genus Ich-

neumon, but in every specimen of every species of every genus belong-

ing to Ichneumonidse, (and I might add Braconidee,} that I have

hitherto examined, yet I cannot find that any author has as yet taken

any notice whatever of them.

But these five "bullfe" are not confined to those species of Ichneu-

mon that have blackish wings. I discover that, by holding the wing

up to the light, they may be detected, more or less plainly, in all the

species of Ichneumon, at least seventy in number, that are contained in

my collection, many of which have almost perfectly hyaline wings.*

*My collection comprises viola Cress. 9 {=maurusCress.=Orpheus Cress.), Jlavi-

cornis Cress. % , malacus Say 9 > saucius Cress. J (^ater Cress.), cincticornis Cress.

% 9 ,
morulus Say % 9 » vittifrons Cress. %, scelestus Cress. 9 ,extrematis {-must)

Cress. % 9 > unifasciatorius Say % ,
otiosus Say % 9> agnihis Cress. 9 ,pulcher Brulle

%, coeruleus Cress. 9 (=true 9 oi pulcher /), Jucimdus Brulle 9> Grotei Cress. %,

flavizonatus Cress. %, atrifrons Cress. 9> comptus Say %,27aratus Say (1836) %,
comes Cress.

'J, '^ ,demnctor Say ^ ,fuscifronsf Cress. ^ , pectoralls? Say %,funes-

ius? Cress. 9> centrator Say 9» suturalis Say 9) seminiger Cress. 9 (=riciwM5

Cress.), annul ipes? Cress. 9 {=pusillus Cress.), grandis Brulle 'S 9 ( S ^ambiguus
Cress., ^ =regnatrix Cress.) and rujiventris Brulle % 9 (=«e«iicoca7teMS Cress. =
incertusQr&ss.) The remaining thirty-nine species are not described either by

Say, Brulle or Cresson, and are probably most of them new. As regards the

synonymies given in the above list, it is projoer to add here, that I do not find
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Ou the other hand, in other lehneumonidous genera there exist homo-

logous spots, but often different in number or difiPering slightly in their

location, though they are manifestly modifications of the same primordial

pattern. For example in Tror/itu^ where the pentagonal areolet oi Ich-

neumon becomes rhomboidal by the elimination of the upper side, A
generally covers the whole angle formed above by the union of the

inner and out<3r sides of the areolet, and the other four bullau are placed

as in Jrhnrumon. lo Fimpla and Ephialtcs, which also have a rhom-

boidal areolet, A is placed above B on the upper end of the outer side

of the areolet, and in Plmpla is generally separated from B only by a

very small space, and sometimes entirely confluent with it, the other

three bullae being located in both genera nearly as in Ichneumon^ ex-

cept that E is usually closer to the angle of the first recurrent vein.

In Cri/piua there are normally but four bulla), C and D being conflu-

ent and the others placed as in Jrhueumon, except that B is located

higher up on the cross-vein which it bestrides. In Glijpta^ where the

areolet is represented by a simple cross-vein, A and B are absent, but

as C and D are not quite confluent, being divided by a slender black

line or black dot, there are three bulla), C, D and E. Odontomerus^

Xi/lonomus, Acsenitus and Aretes difier from Ghjpta chiefly in Cand D
being separated by a very wide space, and have the same number of bulliB.

And in Ophlon and Anomalon, where the areolet is also represented

by a simple cross-vein, A and B are absent, but C and jD being per-

fectly confluent, there are consequently but two bullae. So far as I can

discover, on a careful examination, there is no Ichneumonidons genus

either the shape of the "central area" of the metathorax, or the number of

joints contained in the antennal annulus, a constant and reliable specific cha-

racter. In very many well-marked species of which I possess numerous speci-

mens, the width of the "central area," as compared with its length, varies 50

per cent, with all the intermediate grades, i. e. varies from " transverse" to

"quadrate" or from "
quadrate" to "elongate;" and in other such species the

length of the antennal annulus varies very considerably, often by three or four

and in one species by as much as seven joints, with numerous intermediate

grades. It is even the case that in one undi'seribed species, allied to ^jarix'S

Cresson, of which I possess seven %, a single % has two or three of the inter-

mediate antennal joints marked with yellowish-white above, while the remain-

ing six %have no such markings whatever. And Westwood records the fact tliat

"two 9 of Ciyptus bellosus were reared by Mr. Thwaites, one of wliich had the

antennsB annulated and the other entirely black." {Intr. II. ]>. 1.38, note.) If

all specimens that differed in the above characters were considered as distinct

species, the number of species in mycollection would be very largely increased,

and my argument strengthened so much the more.
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that has not some such modification of that type of bullas which pre-

vails in Iclineumon, and none that has not at least two bullae, viz :

(or CD) and iJ *

Although, as I believe, the bullae exist typically in every species of

Ichneitmon in the pattern peculiar to that genus, yet, as we might nat-

urally expect, we occasionally in certain species meet with certain spe-

cimens, where they are partially obsolete, or undergo some other slight

modification, sometimes in one wing only, sometimes in both wings of

the same specimen. In order to test this question, I have carefully

examined both front wings in 319 specimens belonging to the 70 spe-

cies of Ichneumon which I possess, making in all 638 wings. Of these

638 wings as many as 75, belonging to 28 different species, have the

bulla A obsolete; 28 wings, belonging to 15 different species, have the

bulla D obsolete; f in one wing only of the 638, belonging to a single

9 of semim'ger Cress, out of 3 $ which I possess, is the bulla C obso-

lete
;

but in none whatever of the 638 are either the bulla B or the

bulla E obsolete. In 5 wings out of the 638, belonging to 3 different

species, where the areolet is subrhomboidal, including 1 S out of 28

% of Jiavizonatus Cress., the bullae A and B are confluent above. x\nd

only in 2 wings out of the 638, viz : in 2 S of morulus Say—a very

abnormal species with metathoracic thorns |
—out of 3 S 2 9 ,

is there

a small additional or spurious bulla located on the side of the areolet that

adjoins the discoidal cell, but only on the inside of the areolet and not

extending on to the vein. In 11 out of 13 specimens of Trogus obsi-

(/ta?iato/-Brulle which I possess, this same additional spurious bulla or

rather semi-bulla makes its appearance. But neither in the three other

*Say describes the "bullse" by that name in Anomalon attractus, An. {Odon-

tomerus) melUpes, Ophion brarhiator and Cryptus grallator ; and describes them as

"white spots" in Banchus cequatus and B. nervulus. Of course, if he had been

aware that these bullre are, properly speaking, a generic character common

to all the species of the same genus, he would not have given them as charac-

ters of particular species. Brulle neither names nor describes the bullse in any
of his dej^criptions of IchneumonidcE, though his Artist has figured them Plate

XLII, fig. 1. And Mr. Cresson tells me that " neither Fabricius nor Graven-

horst, so far as he can see, mentions the bullse or any other term for that cha-

racter."

fin several small species with hyaline wings, which I have referred to this

category, the second recurrent vein is so nearly straight, that it is difficult to

sav, whether it is the bulla D that is obsolete or the bullfe C'and D that are

confluent.

\U Hoplismenus Gt\. can be retained as distinct from Cryptus, vfhlch Brull6

denies, then this species should also be erected into a genus distinct from Ich-

ncumon.
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species of Tragus in my collection, including T. exesorms Brulle, nor

in any other Ichneumonidous species, so far as I have observed, except

Cri/pfiis robit^fus Cress, six 9 ,
^"d an appai'ently undeseribed species

(one % one $ ) belonginc; to a new genus intermediate between Joppa
and Btirijceros, do I find any traces of this remarkable anomaly. The

above is the sum total of variation, as regards these "bullae," in 638

wings appertaining to 70 distinct species of Ichneumon ; and it appears

to be almost universally variation and not specific difference, because

there is but a single instance where a species, represented by over two

specimens, exhibits any given variation in both the front wings of all

the specimens. That instance is annulipcs'! Cress., a very variable

.species, of which I possess eight specimens, no two of them exactly

alike in their general coloration, and all eight of which have the bulla

A obsolete in both wings. In 319 specimens of any given species of

insect, we should be apt to find almost as great an amount of variation,

as that which has been detailed above, in any given specific colorational

character. And ^^et this particular type of bullfe is not a specific cha-

racter, but one which runs through 70 distinct species of a particular

genus ;
and as already stated, remarkable modifications of the normal

bullae of Ichneumon are found in all the other Ichneumonidous senera

with which I am acquainted.

Besides the seven spots which, as has been already shown, exist typi-

cally in the front wing of Ichneumonidse, there are usually in the hind

wing two buUas located on the lower or hindiuost end of the two prin-

cipal cro.ss-veins. But for the purpose which I have in view, it is un-

necessary to dwell upon this point.

I might have insisted likewise on the very general, though not uni-

versal, persistence of the pale spot at the base of the stigma throughout
Ichneumonidse and Braconu/ee, and several other Hymenopterous fami-

lies; and, indeed, throughout certain families belonging to other Orders.

But as this character is perhaps partly structural, being connected with

the thinner organization of the stigma at that particular point, for cer-

tain unknown structural or functional purposes, I have forborne taking

any account of it. In the case of the bullae, however, we cannot rea-

sonably assume, that any structural or functional necessity could require
a wing-vein to become suddenly thinner at some particular point, and

then as suddenly become as thick as before
;

for it has been proved
that the wing-veins are, properly speaking, veins, i. e. that they arc

fluid-conducting tubes. And even if we make some such gratuitous

assumption, this will not explain the white blotch on the membrane of
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the wing, which almost always in the bulla} A . . . E, but scarcely ever

in the spots i^and G, adjoins the white spot on the vein itself.*

To entomologists who have worked much on any particular group or

groups of insects, the facts stated above will, I suspect, seem not at all

extraordinary. For many similar cases of Coloration al Unity occur in

every Order; and it has repeatedly happened to myself, and I doubt not

to others, that, after having examined numerous species belonging to a

given genus, I come at last upon one with a particular spot or a particular

stripe conspicuously developed in a particular locus, and, on recurring

to the species already examined, find more or less faint traces of the

same spot or the same stripe in every one of them. But to the student

in other departments of Natural History, where the number of species

is so very much smaller than in Insects, and where consequently there

is no such opportunity to form very extensive generalizations, the phe-

nomena detailed above will appear, perhaps astonishing, perhaps incre-

dible, perhaps false. They are nevertheless strictly true; and anyone

may easily satisfy himself of their truth, by selecting at random any

species of Ichneumon and holding up its wings to the light under a mo-

derately good lens.

The question naturally occurs here to the philosophic mind —What

is the MEANINGof all these facts ? Why do the same bullje in the

same loci occur in so many distinct species of the same genus? Why
do not some species have these bullae located on some of their other

veins, or on some other part of the same vein ? Why, for example, is

there never a bulla on the basal side of the angle of the first recurrent

vein, either in Ichneumon or in any other Ichneumonidous genus?

Why are there not sometimes six or eight or ten bullae ? Why are

there not sometimes none at all ? In every species of Ichneumon we

find, it is true, without exception, a pentagonal or subpentagonal

areolet and a very short ovipositor. But the reason of this is obvious.

If the insect was without these characters, it would not be placed in

the genus Ichneumon ^hecauae these are some of the established generic

characters of Ichneumon. Yet so far is it from being the case, that the

bulhc are an established generic character of Ichneumon, that they do

not appear to have been even noticed hitherto, except incidentally in

the descriptions of a few species. Look at the figure given above.

Anyone can see that the seven white spots on it might be arranged on

the wing in millions and millions of diiferent patterns. Why then in

*I observe that in Thyreodon and Ophion the spots i^and G often extend on

to the membrane of the wing, i)recisely as in bullre A . . . . £.
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seventy distinct species of the same genus are they always arranged in

the same pattern, subject only to the very slight variations noticed

above? Why—as is most likely the case —should Nature have ser-

vilely repeated the same monotonous Colorational Pattern throughout

the whole genus Ichneumon, which probably comprises at least 500

species, and is numerously represented on both sides the Atlantic "'

Why in allied genera do we find curious modifications of the same fun-

damental pattern, and not entirely new and original patterns ? Why
in allied genera do we find none entirely without bullae, and none with-

out the spots i^and G.^ Why is the lociis of the spots i^ and G ab-

solutely invariable throughout Ichnemnotiixfse and Braconidse? If

these seven spots could answer any possible utilitarian purpose, we

might say that they occur throughout Ichiuumon, because the peculiar

habits of that genus require them for that purpose. But they are mani-

festly mere ornamental designs, in no possible respect necessary or use-

ful to the individual Ichneumon, any more than the numerous small,

pale spots on the bodies of many adult Fallow Deer, which occur also

in the fawn of the common North American Deer, are necessary or

useful to the individual Deer.

To my mind, there can be but one satisfactory answer to all the

above questions. There must be a close genetic connection between

all the species of the genus Ichneumon, and a more remote genetic con-

nection between that genus and the other genera of IchneumonklaR.

"
Community of descent," says Darwin as interpreted by Lyell,

"
is the

hidden bond which naturalists have been unconsciously seeking, while

they often imagined that they were looking for some unknown Plan of

Creation." (Antiq. Man. p. 412, Amer. ed.) Let him, who refuses to

accept this solution of the enigma, offer a better solution himself.

Siquid novisH rectius istis,

Candidas imperii ; si non, his utere incum.

But do not let him utter sonorous common-places, about carrying out

the Plan of Creation and completing the System of Nature, and then

fancy that he has explained facts, when in reality he has only re-stated

them in general terms.

Rdik Isi.ani>, Illinois, Xov. 16, 18(55.


